Greetings from Asian Aid!

Our team has just returned from ASI (Adventist-Laymen's Services & Industries) in Sacramento, CA. It was a great event where we met many new as well as current sponsors and supporters. We were joined by co-founder Helen Eager from Australia and Ravi Dass, Asian Aid field officer from Bangalore, India.

Helen's knowledge, experience, and commitment to the needy in India, Nepal, and Bangladesh are an inspiration. She just returned from Nepal where over thirty children were brought from a prostitute community, where the children steal or beg just to survive, to Asian Aid orphanages and schools. Most do not know who their father is and many have now lost their mother due to AIDS or other sickness. Asian Aid Australia and USA are sponsoring these children. Ravi Dass, our field officer from Bangalore, is in the USA for three weeks doing promotional work and training. You may remember Ravi's story from our last newsletter. When five-year-old Ravi's mother died of rabies, his father was unable to cope and decided to poison his three children. A neighbor convinced his father to allow the children to be taken to Mrs. Dorothy Watts' home. That home, with Ravi and the many other children Mrs. Watts looked after, soon became Sunshine Home which Asian Aid has funded for many years.

Asian Aid will be making an announcement shortly about an exciting new project and home in the memory and name of Dorothy Watts.

A team of college students are currently in India putting on a summer camp program for the children at Vizak Slum School and the Bobbili Blind School. The children love the fun activities and are learning more about Jesus, as well. There is such a huge need wherever we look, and I am excited that Asian Aid is making a difference in the lives of many. Please help us to help more by telling others about Asian Aid. We encourage you to contact us so we can mail you bulletin inserts for your church or to hand out to your friends and family.

Thank you so much for your support,
Jim Rennie, CEO Asian Aid USA

Sunrise Students Baptized

On Sabbath, July 16, students and staff of Sunrise Orphanage gathered on the campus of Bobbili Blind School for a very special occasion. Three students, surrounded by their supportive Sunrise and Bobbili Blind School family, took their stand for Jesus and were baptized.

Hannah, a young student at Sunrise, had already known much trauma before coming to the orphanage, as many who live there have. She had witnessed her father murder her mother and had felt the despair of being an orphan. However, at Sunrise she has been happy and active in the school's religious programs and activities. Her one complaint was severe headaches she suffered with for months. Despite visiting many doctors in and around Bobbili, she had found no relief.

When Hannah took her stand for baptism, two other children from Sunrise, Rohini and Joseph, also joined in her decision. The services were held at the Blind School so that the children and staff of both schools could be a part of the occasion.

Lalitha, director of Sunrise Orphanage, described the baptism as having a “holy and cheerful environment. It was like heaven came down as described in Luke chapter 15, when children are added to the home of our Father and even the angels in heaven make a feast!”

And the children in India didn’t miss out on the feast either! After the services there was a special outdoor lunch, followed by Bible games and singing.

As for Hannah, Lalitha describes that after her baptism, “she felt as if a heavy weight was removed from her head and she felt like flying in the air”. Lalitha asks us to please pray that Hannah’s headaches will not return. But even if she must suffer them, that she will have the strength to endure them, and that she will be strong as Christ was after His baptism to face whatever trials may come her way.

“Except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.” Matthew 18:3

Hannah takes her stand for Jesus
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Sunrise Orphanage Update

At the time of writing this newsletter there is exciting progress being made on the Sunrise building site. The team has faced some challenges with material shortages, heavy rains, and a property dispute which has caused access problems. Locals have dug up the road three times claiming ancient land rights. However, the true motive has been to obtain money. We have now had to involve the police and are thankful that the situation has quieted down. Please pray for this project.

The boundary wall is up, the water tower, office building and guest rooms are just about complete, and work on the foundations for the dormitories and dining hall has started. Jim Rennie, CEO, will be visiting the site in two weeks and will continue to update you. We are truly grateful for the amazing support of this project, but if you would like to help with furnishings or farm equipment, please send your donation marked “Sunrise Fund”. We thank the Lord for His blessings and your generous support of this project. Please keep this project in your prayers.

Completed compound wall

Tradesmen Urgently Needed

Do you have skills as a plumber or electrician?
We are in need of short term volunteers who can help at Sunrise and the Blind School.

Do you have expertise in the construction and set up of greenhouses?
There is a desperate need to establish gardens and hot houses at some of our Indian schools. Vegetables are becoming very expensive in India and it is important for Asian Aid schools to develop a degree of self-sustainability.

Please contact us for details.

Blind Students Win at Science Exhibition

Two students from the Bobbili Blind School, Pradeep and Reddy Krishna, were selected to represent their school at a science exhibition in Bobbili. They displayed their Braille material, and with the help of their teachers, presented their project before the government education department. Out of the 400 schools represented, Bobbili Blind School received 4th place, were given certificates for their participation, and were selected to attend the state level exhibition.

Thank you to all the supporters of Asian Aid’s Blind School who have made academic success such as this possible for these students.
Imagine being abandoned and discarded by your birth parents just because you were born blind. Sadly, that is exactly how Sanjay Nurkurti’s life began. Wrapped in newspaper and pieces of dirty cloth, Sanjay was dumped along the side of a deserted road. A nearby worker, John, upon returning home from his hard day of labor, heard the cries of the six-month old baby and found him frightened and abandoned in a bush. Holding the baby in his arms, John waited for a while hoping that someone would return to claim him. But no one came. Fearing that the child would be attacked by wild animals, he took the baby home to his wife. After giving his wife Mary an explanation, they decided to keep the child even though John and Mary lived a simple life in a thatched roof hut and had the challenge of feeding four children of their own. Even a little milk for the crying baby was more than they could provide, so Mary mixed some sugar with hot water and fed it to the baby, who eventually drifted off to sleep.

Mary and John had to think very seriously as to whether they should keep the baby. But Mary, having a mother’s heart, refused to give the baby away even if it meant an extra burden to their already difficult lives. Seeing the compassion this couple had for the baby, neighbors came forward to contribute the little they could to help them financially. For six years Sanjay grew up as part of John and Mary’s family, and in spite of his visually challenged condition and the family’s hardships, he was given all the care that he deserved and that they could afford. However, Sanjay’s handicapped condition slowly made it more and more difficult for the family to take care of him. When the pastor of their church learned of the situation, he suggested that they take Sanjay to the nearby Seventh-day Adventist school. But since he was visually challenged, the principal of the school recommended that he be taken to Asian Aid’s School for the Blind in the town of Bobbili. Sanjay is currently studying Standard One at the school, and it is by God’s providence and grace that he will now have an education and be illuminated with the rays of hope and opportunity that so many like him deserve.
Meet Asian Aid: Visit our booth at the Festival of the Laity held Sept. 7-10 in Dallas, Texas. We would be happy to meet you!

3ABN Broadcasting Times: Asian Aid’s TV series, HOPE in Motion, airs every Friday at 7:30pm EDT, 6:30 CDT, 5:30 MDT, 4:30 PDT

Sponsorship Payments: In the soon-coming future, we plan to send sponsors a summary and status of their sponsorship payments with each newsletter. Meanwhile, if you would like an update on your status, please contact us. You may also set up an automatic monthly charge to your credit card. If you are having difficulty meeting your commitment, please call us and we can discuss with you how you can continue your sponsorship.

We need your help! We need all our supporters to assist with distributing bulletin inserts, whether at your local church or any other place you can arrange. When speaking with your church or organization, we encourage you to share that Asian Aid is a fully supportive ministry of the SDA church and all children are in Adventist schools. Please fill out the enclosed card or contact us so we can send you materials.